Does a parenteral nutrition decision support system for total nutrients improve prescription procedure and neonatal growth?
Background and objectives: Parenteral nutrition (PN) is an integral part of the nutritional support of critically ill neonates in the intensive care units (ICU). The evaluation of a decision support system for total nutrients (DSSFTN) is of great importance for clinical practice. This study's aim was to evaluate the impact caused by implementation of a DSSFTN on PN support and neonatal growth. This pilot work was supported by the hospital PN team (PNT) in order to assess possible benefits stemming from the use of DSSFTN. Materials and methods: DSSFTN development is based on the incorporation of pharmaceutical and therapeutic protocols. Thirty-eight neonates were recruited. Inclusion criteria included: patients should (a) be hospitalized in ICU, (b) receive PN support at least for 15 days, (c) have birth weight 550-1600 g. One exclusion criterion was applied: patients should have no inborn error of metabolism. 15 doctors prescribed PN for two groups of neonates. PN was calculated by doctors for Group 1 (19 neonates) and respectively was calculated by the DSSFTN (and checked by doctors) for Group 2 (19 neonates). A questionnaire was completed later by doctors to evaluate DSSFTN. Results: The implementation of DSSFTN led to appropriate composition and administration of PN. Growth was not significantly different between the study groups. Compliance with guidelines was observed. DSSFTN ameliorated intercommunication among doctors. Conclusions: The implementation of DSSFTN enables health professionals to facilitate the complex task of prescribing. It ensures the consistency of PN prescriptions, as it leads to appropriate dosing in all nutrients. DSSFTN provides real-time PN interventions (clinical conditions and enteral amounts are included additionally) and minimizes exposure to human errors.